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Two of the most startling and personal works of 
Picasso's Surreal isl period owe much of their effect 10 his 
use of the painting within the painting . Created in the late 
1920s. these present 1he hostile encounter between a male 
and a female. one of whom is enclosed within a picture 
frame (Figures I and 2). 1 These clashes are provoking, 1101 
only because of their undertone of violence, bu1 also by 
reason of their impossibility. Picasso's an1agonis1s belong io 

opposite sexes and disparate species. Moreover, they issue 
from conflicting approaches 10 nature, idealization and 
<leformation, embody an1i1he1ical aesthetic pri nciples, 
beau1y and ugliness, and occupy irreconcilable levels of 
existence. real and paimed. Nevertheless. 1hey are able 10 
communicate their animosity across and even change places 
within the internal picture frame. Sneaking up from behind . 
the female exudes an aura of darkness which penetrates the 
picture frame and. like her fangs. 1hrea1ens 10 devour the 
placid profile of the male who seeks refuge within it. 2 

Thrust into the secondary painting by 1he male, the female 
wriggles with anguish in response to her confinement and 
1he piercing rays which emanate from the male ·s mouth .> 
Ahhough the biologically induced rifl between 1he mon
strous female and the human male is insum1ou ntable, the 
pictorial discrepancies which would seem 10 prevent their 
interaction are reconcilable. The painted world of 1he 
secondary painting and 1hc real world of 1he primary 
painting in which it is enclosed are. after all. analogous 
crea1ions of the artist. and 1he figures which inhabit them . 
whether normative or aberrant. pleasing or repulsive. are 
the product of interchangeable stylistic conventions. 

Although the credibility of Picasso ·s drama depends 
upon the equivalent reality of the primary and secondary 
painlings and the conventions which 1hey employ. i1s 
significance stems from their comparable artHiciality as 
Picasso ·s inventions. Despite 1he fact 1ha1 the conflict 
bc1ween the male and the predatory female is a typical 
Surrcalis1 theme. the au1obiographical implications of the 
painting within the painting sugges1 that Picasso's represen
tation of it is personal. The desperate struggle between 1he 
male and the female seems to evoke Picasso ·s own dc1crio
ra1ed relationship with his wife Olga Koklova.' Because it 
is presented within the context of painti ng, it assumes, 
moreover. significance for his creative activities.5 The 
male ·s cffons to escape from or imprison the vicious female 
within the secondary painting may allude 10 Picasso ·s own 
efforts 10 evade or control his personal problems lhrough his 
art . Furthermore. 1he succession of classical calm and 
hideous terror within the secondary painting seems 10 refer, 
not only to the stylistic variety evident in Picasso ·s contcm-

•This paper was presented 3l the Second Annual Aorida Staie University 
GrJdualc Symposium in the History of Art and An:hilccturc: Ms. 8Jal:c 
received the award r'or best paper. 

porary works ,6 but also to its source in his experience. 
Finally, 1he success of these effons . which depends upon 
whether the picture frame will withstand the female's 
violence or be destroyed by it, will evidently determine the 
fate of Picasso ·s painting as well as that of his personal 
well-being. 

This striking pair of images. although providing a 
point of departure for the srudy of Picasso 's use of the 
painting within 1hc painting, actually represents the 
culmination of his exploration of i1s implications. The 
equivalence of the secondary and primary paintings anained 
here is 1he result of a development spanning three decades. 
Reflecting the process by which Picasso redefined painting 
in tcnns of its own nature, this achievement underscores his 
fundamental contribution 10 Modernism. For Picasso the 
self-referential role of 1he painting within the painting was 
not limited 10 asserting the formal reality of work in which it 
is enclosed. This narrowl)•-defined formal reference pro
vided Picasso wi1h the basis for establishing allusions 10 1he 
artistic act. and 10 his role as the source of the con1en1 of his 
paintings. As Picasso brought the forms of the primary and 
secondary paintings closer 1oge1her, their po1emial for 
conveying personal meaning increased, an interrelationship 
which auests to the unity of his search for pictorial fom1 and 
expression. 

Picasso began 10 give the painting within the painting 
an important role as early in his career as 1899, the year 
which preceded his.firs! trip 10 Paris. A watercolor from this 
year reveals 1ha1 the significance of 1he painting within the 
painting was among the lessons which he was learning from 
the artists of the later nine1een1h century. TheSellletl Wo111a11 
Relltli11g (Figure 3), which is based at least in part upon 
studies of Maria Picasso Lopez,' is Picasso's undi sguised 
tribute 10 the famous portmi1 of another artist ·s mo1her. 
Whistler's. Allhough 1he Am111ge111e111 ;,, Black a11d Cray, 
No. I of 1871 influenced others in Barcelona 's artistic 
circles.• ii was never more fai thfully emulated than by 
Picasso. He borrowed its composition of interlocking rec
tangular planes and frame.~ aligned parallel 10 the picrure 
plane, even using most of the same elements, 1he planes 
supplied by the painting, wall, woodwork, foo1s1ool, and 
floor. and the frames provided by the painting. figure. chair 
and moulding, and adopted its re.~tric1cd color harmony, 
subs1i1111ing blue and brown for Whistler s black and gray. 
Moreover. Picasso duplicated the self-referential role pla)'Cd 
by its painting within 1he painting which, through its own 
color scheme and configuration of shapes. bolh generates 
and recapi1ula1es 1he overall work,' asserting that it is a 
painting rather than a segmenl of reality. 

In The Dfra11 (Figure 4), a pastel of the same or 
following ycar. 10 Picasso continued 10 explore 1he formal 
relationship between the primary and secondary paintings. 
using this 10 enhance their iconographic relationship. As in 
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the Seated Woman, Picasso employs 1he secondary painting 
10 identi fy lhe arrangement of planes and frames of lhe 
inlerior wi1h chose of 1he primary work . II is evident. 
however, tha1 he has strengthened this relationship. possibly 
under the influence of Degas. 11,e visual association is 
enhanced by the way in which the secondary pain1ing, like 
the planes and frames which repeat its form. is cropped by 
1he edge of the primary painting. As in Degas' Portrait of 
James Tisso1 of 1866-68, this not only reinforces the link 
between the secondary painting and its analogues, but also 
produces a closer identification between its surface and 
frame and those of 1he primary painting. 1 1 The conceptual 
rela1ionship is augmented by the juxtaposition, familiar 
from Degas· The Be/leli Family of 1859-60, of the second
ary painting with a doorway and mirror. objects which arc 
analogous 10 it. not only in shape , but also in the image 
which they can enclose. 12 

Picasso ·s emphasis in The Dfrtm is. in fact, upon the 
image of the nude, which characterizes the setting. identi
fies the figures, and elaborates upon 1he significance of their 
relationship, a function comparable 10 that which is per
formed. although somewhat ambiguously, by the steeple
chase scene in Degas· Sulking of 1869-71. " Its unabashed 
eroticism suggests that The Dim11 takes place in a brothel in 
which a prostitute and her client make ovenures towards 
one another under the scrutiny of the procurcss, a charac1er 
who provides the ti1lc for a contemporary drawing which is 
probably a study for The Dil'a11. •• Although in this drawing 
the painted nude is already a significant element of the 
brothel ·s decor. in The Diwm Picasso brings her into a 
closer formal- and hence iconographic-relationship with 
the real figures. Placed above the young man, she gives 
visual form 10 his desire and the vehicle for its fulfi llment, a 
role which is reinforced by the diagonal line that joins the 
nude 's righl am, with the prostitute's left arm . The line of 
the nude ·s left arm descends, in tum. upon the procuress. 
whose initiative brings lust and its object together, and 
whose ro1und and stooped figure both accenlUates and 
qualifies the allure of the painted nude, which is oven and 
lasting , and of the prostitute. which is concealed and 
·transient. Picasso ·s three women fom1 . moreover, a triangle 
with the young man at its center, a position indicative of that 
which he occupies in the brothel and in the female world . 
This triangular configuration . which unites the painted and 
real figures in a meaningful relationship. also reinforces the 
link be1wcen the secondary painting and its formal ana
logues . This calls auention 10 the fact that the procuress 
surrounded by the doorway, the prostitute seated beneath the 
mirror and silhoucued against the divan, and the young man 
framed by the top and legs of the table, all of whom are 
enclosed in the primary painting. are the fom1al equivalents 
of 1he nude. Acknowledging 1he anificiality of his charac
ters in this manner, Picasso divulges tha1 they, like the 
painted nude, present his interpretation of the se,ual initia
tion of the young man, something which he himself had 
probably experienced in a brothel. ,s 

In The Blue Room (Figure 5). painted in Paris in 
1901 , •• Picasso expanded the formal comparison between 
the secondary and primary paintings to include 1heir internal 
forms as well as their exterior shapes. This closer formal 
relationship permiued Picasso to funher enrich their icon
ographic ties and comment more openly upon the na1ure of 
painti ng and his own work. He continues 10 compare 1he 
overall shape of the primary pain1ing to those of lhc 
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secondary works, Toulouse Lautrec·s May Mi/rm, and a 
seascape identified as one of his own paintings.' ' and their 
analogues, the painting or mirror 10 the right and 1hc 
wardrobe mirror and window to the left. He is more 
interes1ed, however. in drawing a parallel between the 
internal fom1s of the primary and secondary works. their 
arbitrary color schemes of blue. orange-red and white, 
relatively simple. ffat and clearly. contoured forn1s, and 
uptilted space. These fonnal analogies suggest a meaningful 
rela1ionship between the painted and real figures and 
objects. in which 1he contrasting aui tudes of two red-haired 
women, the 1ranscenden1 grace of the dancer and the 
eanhbound awkwardness of the bather. are compared with 
the dispara1e quali1ics of the billowy white dress and 
foaming waves, and 1he heavy bed linens. Picasso divulges. 
however. that this convergence is not a chance coincidence 
be1ween an and life. Replete with allusions 10 Degas· 
depictions of lhe bath, the primary painting is itself a 
pic1orial quotation into which Toulouse Lautrec ·s poster and 
his own seascape are absorbed , a process of assimilation 
analogous 10 that which charac1crizcs the formative phase of 
Picasso ·s career. 

Picasso gave more personal cxprc.ssion to 1hese ideas in 
u, Vie (Figure 6). painted in Barcelona in 1903, 18 a 
development indicative of the heightened formal and the
matic individuality, as well as the increased au1obiographi
cal content , of 1he works from his Blue Period. Although 
specific interpretations vary. it is generally agreed tha1 the 
dejected figures in the secondary painting reveal the 1ru1h 
and foretell lhe tragic outcome of the real couple ·s relation
ship. As such. they embody what is generally construed as 
the consequences of sexual love conveyed by the older 
woman. 19 Ahhough the precise meaning of the figure in the 
lower painting remains enigmatic, that of the couple in the 
upper canvas is con finned by a number of Picasso's studies. 
In these a young man and woman are the models for a 
painting of huddled figures displayed on an easel. while a 
man to the right is its anist. 20 indicating that the secondary 
painting presents the right-hand figure ·s interpretation of 1he 
couple. Although 1hese explicit references were eliminated 
by the removal of the easel and the insenion of the woman 
carrying a child in the final work, their meaning remains. 
Emanating from 1hc older woman. the paintings confront 
the couple like specters to which they react as they do 10 her 
penetrating stare. 

As in The Di.,a11. the secondary images in La Vie give 
visual form to the hidden reality of the relationship bee ween 
the real figures. Picasso has enhanced the iconographic 
associa1ion between the secondary and primary paintings. 
however. by developing their formal similarities as he did in 
The Blue Room. CharJcterized by gaunt, pallid bodies and 
mannered poses, the flesh and blood and painted figures are 
almost interchangeable beings. Placed on 1he same level 
and not even separated by a picture frame, they inhabit , 
moreover, a continuous murky blue world . These analogies 
not only lend poignancy 10 the iconograph.ic relationship 
between the secondary and primary images, but also imbue 
it with personal meaning. Exhibiting 1he di stinctive 
qualities of Picasso ·s Blue Period, real and painted figures 
act as pictorial quotations. More personal than those in The 
Blue Room. these citations identify Picasso as the source of 
the primary and secondary works. The autobiographical 
content of Lo Vie is confirmed by the scudies in which 
Picasso gave his own features alternately 10 the anist and 



model. 21 divulging that he thought of himself as both the 
creator of and inspiration for the secondary painting and the 
interpretation of li fe which it presents. In the final work 
Picasso eliminated the self-identification with the artist and 
veiled the association with the model to whom he gave the 
features of his close friend Casagcma<, whose unhappy love 
affair which ended in suicide not only symbolized his own 
misgivings regarding the opposite sex , but was also in 
accord with the tragic consequences of love presented by 
the secondary painting. 22 The result of these changes is the 
transformation of what was origina11y a traditional and 
pedantic espousal of Pica\so ·s anitudes towards his subject 
maner. not unlike Courbet 's 71,e A11is/'s S11ulio of 1854-55. 
into a more original and subtle statement. 

The Still life with ti Portrait (Figure 7). painted in 
Gosol during the summer of 1906. 23 marks the beginning of 
Picasso ·s more directed investigation of the formal implica
tions of the painting within the painting at the expense of its 
oven iconographic significance. This change of emphasis 
should come as no surprise , corresponding as it does with 
the general reorientation which occurred in Picasso ·s work 
in 1906. Also to be anticipated is the role which Cezanne 
played in this development. paralleling his impact upon 
Picasso's contemporary work as a whole. Picasso ·s selec
tion of a still li fe including paintings. the portrait of a 
woman in Spanish dress and a study for The 'fi,,o Brothers. 14 

a major work of the Gosol visit, and a varied collection of 
glassware and c rockery. is itself ind icat ive of his 
new interest and influences. As in previous works . Picasso 
establishes the identification between the picture plane of 
the primary and secondary works as the ba\is for developing 
analogies among their internal forms. He achieves this by 
comparing the shape of the secondary works, wall and table 
top. with that of the primary painting. then comprC.'l\ing 
them into a single plane by aligning the axes of the wine 
boule and teapot with the frame of the ponrait. This device 
is familiar from Cezanne ·s Apples. Bottle and Soup 11,reen 
of 1877, as is the way in which Picasso proceeds to compare 
and contrast the painted figures with one another and the 
still life objects in a manner which calls auention not only to 
their forms. but also 10 their identities." Picasso notes the 
close resemblance between the plump torso, bent arms and 
oval head of the woman. and the body. handle, spout and 
knob of the teapot. In a similar way. he remarks upon the 
striking affinity between the piggy-back pose of the broth
ers. as well as the stance of the older boy. and the twin 
spouts of theporron. or wine fla\k, the distinctive shape of 
which he exploited in the same way in other contemporary 
works.'• These comparisons not only disclose the simple 
geometric fonns upon which the figures are based, but also 
create a subtle level of iconographic meaning. ll is evident 
that Picasso has associated the painted figures with objects 
from their respective domains. feminine and masculine, a 
conjunction which emphasizes their sexual identity and 
asserts that it is upon this basis that they are being compared 
and contrasted. Because the figures are presented in paint
ings. one of which is Picasso ·sown work. this revelation of 
his stylistic approach and iconographic meaning is even 
more personal .17 

Picasso continued to pursue this direction in the Sri// 
Life wirh Skull of 1908 (Figure 8).' 8 which includes a single 
painting, panly obscured by an array of objects indicative of 
the clutter of an anist ·s studio. This painting depicts a 
female nude who. her head inclined towards her right and 

nestled in the crook of her raised right arm. assumes a pose 
famil iar from Picasso ·s contemporary studies. 29 Placed on 
an angle. this framed canvas unite.\ the tilted planes of the 
table top and the books in the foreground. the drapery and 
palene in the middle ground, and the pallerned wall hanging 
in the background. in a manner which is reminiscent of 
Cezanne ·s Sri/I life with a Plt1.<1er Cupid of 1895. Picasso 
then positions the still life objects. notably the skull. bowl 
and pipe. against these plane.\, transfonn ing them into the 
visual equivalents of the nude, a means of blurring the 
distinctions between real and painted objects which is also 
employed in Cezanne·s still life.30 Picasso develops, in 
addition. the formal analogies between the real and painted 
objects. The skull. the opening of the bowl, and the bowl of 
the pipe are compared to the woman ·s head in their distoned 
oval shape and prominent curving axis which serves as a 
boundary between light and shade. Although this compari
son is impossible given the physical reality of the objects , 
the convexity of the two heads and the concavity of the two 
bowls. it is plausible considering their pictorial reality. The 
skull , bowl and pipe , like the other still life object~. arc as 
flat as the head of the woman. and even as flat as 1hc picture 
plane of the secondary painting itself. 

The fon11al analogy between the painting and the skull 
is reinforced. moreover, by an iconographic conjunction 
which . like those which occur in Cezanne ·s still life. 
appears to have personal significance." The contrast be
tween life and death which the juxtaposition of the woman ·s 
head and the skull creates is essential to the Still li fe ·s 
•·aniras theme." Although the objects representing daily 
work and pleasure contribute 10 the sti ll life ·s meaning . it is 
the painting of the woman which provides it with auto
biographical content. The presence of Picasso's own paint
ing, as well as the tools of hi s profession. in the still life 
alludes to his personal involvement in its theme. The 
subject of Picasso's painting. a female nude. may reveal. 
moreover. the significance that this theme had for him. An 
apparent evocation of the consequences of sexual involve
ment, the juxtaposition of female figures and a skull is 
familiar from Picasso's studies for the Demoiselles d'Avig
no11 of the previous year. Like these, the still life appears 10 

attest to Picasso ·s ambivalence towards women. already 
expressed in la Vie." 

The formal development evident in the Still Life with 
Skull. the assimilation of the internal forms of the primary 
painting to the external shape of the secondary painting, 
signals the beginning of the experiments which led 10 

Cubism. The secondary painting's role as the basis for the 
fonnal language of Cubism is demonstrated by Picasso ·s 
Girl wirh a Manda/in of early 19IO (Figure 9).H To the left 
of the figure there is a series of picture frames. identified by 
mitered corners and. in one ca~. by carved moulding." 
These frames not only symbolize the pictorial world to 
which the model. Fanny Tullier. will be adapted, but also 
suggest a means of accomplishing this transformation. 
Their mitered comers signifying the compression, not only 
of the volumetric ,·ube, but also of the vanishing lines of 
Renaissance perspective depth , the picture frames serve as 
models for the facets into which her body and surrounding 
space are analyzed and reconciled with the picture plane. 

Although rectangular planes and fragments of frames 
which evoke its presence are ever-present elements in 
Picasso ·s later c,ubist works , the painting within the painting 
itself vanishes.When it reappears in the late 1920s, in works 
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such as The S1r1dio of 1927- 28 (Figure IO).,. it is to assume 
a role familiar from Picasso's earliest explorations of the 
device. The paintings on the studio wall , as well as the 
canvas upon which the artist works. link the figures, interior 
and still-life objecL\ with the picture plane and frame of the 
primary painting, a function emphasized by the internal 
picture frame.37 This feature, which transfom1s The S111dio 
into a painting within a painting. acknowledges the fonnal 
achievements of the preceding years, the fact that every 
element of the composition is now just as flat, as parallel to 
the picture plane, and as ani ficial as the secondary paintings 
themselves. The secondary paintings in The S111dio are 
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devoid of images and the indication of the development in 
Picasso's use of the painting within the painting which they 
provide is strictly fonnal. In the works with which this 
study opened, the images are reinstated. Although the 
interaction between the male and the female does attest to 
the fonnal equivalence of the primary and secondary 
paintings, its hostility and autobiographical content pro
vide even more tell ing evidence of the point to which 
Picasso had developed the recurrent theme of his earlier 
works. the nature of the female and the male ·s relationship 
with her. as well as his ability to express his identification 
w ith its meaning through his creations. 
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28 Rcproduc,ed in CQ1or in R. i:tOl-Cnblum. Cubi.mi amJ 1kmti'rll, Crn111ry 
Art. Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey. a.nd. New Yott, 1976. Pl. 11 . wi1h a 
dale of 1907. A da1c of 1908 has been proposed. howe \'c.·r. by P. Da.ix 
and J. Rossclet. Pk,uso: The C11bi,\I >t'<1r.\' /C)()l- 1916: A Caw{(Jgur 
Rai'.rorme oftlie Pahtti11xs 1111,J R,./med m,,·b. tr.ins. D. Blair. Bos.ion. 
1979. no1e 10 oo. 172: and. Reff. "Love 3nd Dca1h: · 21. 

29 See Dai.:< and Rossele1. Pit:Mso. nos. 110- 117. Although ii is Daix ·s 
opinion that study no. 115 is the one which appears in the still life. i1s 
resemblance to 1he secondary painting is only general. He propo.,:,cs. 
moreovc.r. that lhe secondary paintit1g is acn1:t.lly a mirror in which 1hc 
study is reflected. Allhough this supposition is supported by the pose of 
the l1g~1re. which is the re"erse of 1h31 whic-h 3ppcars in most of !ht 
studies. the placemen! of the figure in relation to the frame. which is 
doscr than in the s:iudies, and the ha.1.inc.1;s of the image. which is less 
clc-nrly defined than the Sludies. these fc.ature.s could also be the resull of 
Picasso ·s free adap1a1ion of his s1udies for u~ as a sccoodary painting. 

JO Reff. "'Cczannc·s Pie1ures," 99fnnd Fig. 31. 

Fig. I, Pablo Picasso, 811s1 of a Wo111a11 wi1h Self-Ponrai1, 
1929. oil on canvas, 28 x 23¼ inches (Prir(lle Colle,·1io11. 
Counesy of the Museum of Modem An, New York Ci1y). 

31 M. Schapiro. "The Apples of Cez3nr;e: An Essa)' on the Meaning of 
$till Life, •. in his Modt>rtl Art: /9th mu/ 20th Ct11111ri,•$, Nev.· 't'ort. 
1978. 1- 38. 

32 Reff. -Love and Death ... 27. 

33 Gedo. Pka$.:.O. 76f. 

34 Re.produced in color in Rubin. ed .• Pimsw. 137. 

35 This idenlifica1ion is co1Tobor:ued by Leo S1cinbcrg·s C>bser"ation 1ha1 
the frames to the left of the figure a.re painting stretchers. Sec ·1"hc 
Algerian \\bmcn and Pic.asso at La.rge... in his 01/u:r Criteria: 
Co11fm11!(1titJ11S with 1i1•t:llfit>th Ce,iwr,· Art, New York. 1972. 159. 

36 Reproduced in color in Rubin. ed .. Pir,u.m. 268. 

37 Mai-heck. "Piclurcs:· 27. 

Fig. 2, Pablo Picasso. Figure and Profile. 1927- 28 , oil on 
canvas. 65 x 54 cm. (Current whereabouts unknown . 
Councsy C. Zervos, Pt,blo Picasso. VII. Paris. 1955 , 144). 
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Fig. 3. Pablo Picasso, Set1ted Woman Reading. 
1899. watercolor. 19.1 x 13.9 cm. (Picasso Museum, 
Barcelona. Courtesy of the Picasso Museum). 

Fig. 4, Pablo Picasso. The Dfran. 1899-1900, charcoal, pastel and 
colored pencils on polished paper, 25 x 29 cm. (Picasso Museum, 
Barcelona. Courtesy of the Picasso Museum). 



Fig. 5, Pablo Picasso, 11ie 8/11e Room. 1901, oil on canvas, 
20 x 24'11 inches (The Phillips Collec1ion , Washington. 
D.C. Counesy of !he Phillips Colleclion). 

Fig. 6 , Pablo Picasso. la Vie. 1903. oil on canvas, 77¾ x 
50¼ inches (The Cleveland Museum of An. Gifl of Hanna 
Fund. Counesy of 1he Cleveland Museum of An). 
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Fig. 7, Pablo Picasso, Sri// life wirh n Portrnir, 1906. oil on canvas. 32¼ x 39½ inches 
(The Phillips Collec1ion . \½lsh ing1on, D.C. Priva1e Collec1ion of Marjorie Phillips. 
Counesy of The Phillips Collec1ion). 

Fig. 8. Pablo Picasso. Still life wirh Skull. 1908. oil on 
canvas. 45¾ x 35¼ inches (The Hermitage Museum. 
Leningrad. Courtesy of R. Rosenblum. Cubism a11d 1i,·e11-
rierh Ce11111ry An. Englewood Cliffs. N.J., and New York, 
1976, II). 



Fig . 9, Pablo Picasso. Girl with,, Mandolin (Fanny Tell ier). 
early 1910. oil on canvas , 39½ x 29 inches (The Museum of 
Modern Art . New York . Nelson A. Rockefeller Bequest. 
Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art). 
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Fig. 10, Pablo Picasso, The S111dio. 1927-28. oil on canvas, 59 inches x 7 feet 7 
inches (The Museum of Modern Art, New York . Gift of \¼liter P. Chrysler, Jr. 
Cour1csy of The Museum of Modern Art). 
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